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THE SEGAL CONJECTURE FOR CYCLIC GROUPS AND ITS 
CONSEQUENCES 

By DOUGLAS C. RAVENEL* 

with an appendix by HAYNES R. MILLER** 

This paper was submitted before the announcement of Carlsson's 
proof of the Segal conjecture for all finite groups, so the result cited in the 
title is now obsolete. However the methods used here and some of their 
consequences (e.g. 1.11(b), which concerns complex projective space, 1.14 
and 1.15, which concern certain Thom spaces) are not evident in Carls- 
son's work. Our main technical tool, the modified Adams spectral se- 
quence of section 2 may be of some independent interest. It has recently 
been applied by Miller-Wilkerson [19] to periodic groups; their paper 
also provides some further insight into the proofs presented here. 

The Segal conjecture (unpublished, c. 1970) concerns the stable ho- 
motopy type of BG, the classifying space for a finite group G. We will state 
it here in three forms. Recall that the Burnside ring A(G) is the ring of 
isomorphism classes of virtual finite G-sets. There is a ring homomor- 

phism : A(G) -* Z which assigns to each virtual G-set its cardinality. Let 
I = ker e and let A(G)A denote the I-adic completion of G. Let 7rd(X) = 

lim [E8, S +1], the ith stable cohomotopy group of X, and let BG+ 
denote BG union a disjoint base point. Then we have 

Segal Conjecture I. For each finite group G, 

(A(G)' if i = 0 
rs(BG+) = 

L0 if i>0. O 

For the second form of the conjecture we consider a spectrum 

DBG+, the functional dual of the suspension spectrum for BG+, such 
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416 DOUGLAS C. RAVENEL 

that 7r.(DBG+) = 7r1 (BG+ ). For a spectrum X, let DX be the represent- 
ing spectrum for the functor [W A X, So], regarded as a cohomology the- 
ory on W. The conjecture above says that DBG+ is (- 1)-connected with 

7ro(DBG+) = A(G). . The next conjecture describes DBG+. Given a 
subgroup H ' G, let NH be its normalizer, i.e. the largest subgroup of G 
in which H is normal, and let WH = NH/H, the Weyl group of H. Then we 
have 

Segal Conjecture II. For each finite group G. DBG+ is a suitable 
completion of VHCG BWH+ where the wedge sum is over all conjugacy 
classes of subgroups of G. If G is a p-group, this completion is obtained by 
p-adically completing each BWH for H * G. O 

To see that this is consistent with I, recall that additively A(G) is iso- 
morphic to the free abelian group on the conjugacy classes of subgroups 
H ' G. For G ap-group, A(G) A is obtained from A(G) byp-adically com- 
pleting the direct summand I (see section 1 of [12]). 

The third and strongest form of the conjecture asserts that a certain 
f map VHCG BWH+- DBG+ becomes an equivalence after completing the 

source. The mapf is obtained as follows. A map BWH+ -+ DBG+ by defi- 
nition corresponds to a stable map BWH+ A BG+ -+ So. Now BWH+ A 

BG+ is the suspension spectrum of the space (BWH X BG)+, so we need a 
map from it to the space QS?. WH is the automorphism set of the G-set 
G/H, which is also acted on by G. If G/H has n elements we get a homo- 

morphism WH X G - En Passing to classifying spaces and composing 
with the Barratt-Quillen map BEn -* QS? gives us the desired map 
BWH X BG -+ QS?, and we have 

Segal Conjecture III. The map f: VHC G BWH+ -DBG+ described 
above factors through an equivalence from a suitable completion of the 
source. O 

Our main result is 1.11, which implies Segal Conjecture II for cyclic 
groups (1.19) and certain metacyclic groups (1.21). 1.11 also gives a local 
description of DCP' and of the duals of related Thom spectra. It seems 
quite likely that our methods would apply to the Thom spectra of more 
general vector bundles than those considered here; we leave the details to 
the interested reader. 

Segal Conjecture III for cyclic groups is proved in the Appendix. 
In 1.15 we identify certain inverse limits of Thom spectra, generaliz- 

ing Lin's result [13] 1.2 that lim RP?n is the 2-adic completion of S-1. 
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This result was conjectured by Mahowald and discussed by Adams in [2]. 
We use it to define an invariant due to Mahowald in the stable homotopy 
groups of spheres which has been the subject of much speculation by him 
and his coworkers. 

Most of the results of section 1 are derived from 1.7 which states that 
certain maps induce isomorphisms of cohomotopy groups above certain 
dimensions. Lin [13] proved the special case of this result that he needed 
with the Adams spectral sequence (ASS). In section 2 we prove 1.7 with 
our main technical tool, the modified Adams spectral sequence (MASS), 
after explaining why the usual ASS will not work in general. 

In section 3 we prove the requisite technical properties of the MASS 
including convergence (3.6) and identification of the E2-term (3.4). 

I thank J. F. Adams and J. H. C. Gunawardena for the many enjoy- 
able conversations which led to the writing of this paper. I am grateful to 
Bob Bruner for some useful comments on section 3. 

1. Main results. In this section we prove Segal Conjecture II for cy- 
clic groups (1.19) and certain metacyclic groups (1.21). These are corollar- 
ies of a more general result (1.11) which describes the duals of the Thom 
spectra of multiples of the canonical complex line bundle over BZ/(p') 
and CP'. Inverse limits of these Thom spectra, which have cells in all neg- 
ative dimensions, are shown (1.15) to be equivalent to certain connective 
spectra, thereby providing spectacular examples of the failure of homology 
to commute with inverse limits. 

1.11 and its consequences are derived from 1.7 which says that certain 
maps between these Thom spectra induce isomorphisms in cohomotopy 
above a given dimension. The proof uses a new generalization of the 
Adams spectral sequence and is given in section 2. 

We have to state our results in terms of functional duals and p-adic 
completions and cocompletions so we begin by defining these objects and 
giving their basic properties. 

1.1 Definition. Given a spectrum X let X/(pi) be the cofibre of 
X 4 X. Let X, the p-adic completion of X, be lim X/(pi), and let X, the 
p-adic cocompletion of X be lim E - 'X/(p 

1.2 PROPOSITION. 

(a) If 7r*(X) is all p-torsion thenJX = X. If in addition each 7ri(X) has 
finite exponent the X = X. 
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(b) S1 is the Moore spectrum for Z/(p') = lim Z/(p1) and So is the 
Moore spectrum for Zp = lim Z/(p9, the p-adic integers. 

(c) 7r*(9) = lim 7r*(X) (Q Z/(pl). O 

Before proceeding further we need some properties of the duality 
functor D defined in the introduction. 

1.3 PROPOSITION. 

(a) D is a contravariantfunctorfrom the stable homotopy category to 
itself which preserves cofibre sequences. 

(b) If X is a finite spectrum, DX is its Spanier- Whitehead dual. 
(c) 7 8(X) = xn(DX). 

(d) D limXi = lim DXi (It is not generally true that D lim Xi = lim 
DXi.). 

(e) D(X) = DX, where DX denotes the p-adic completion of DX. D 

Before stating our main results we need some notation. 
Let X be the canonical complex line bundle over BZ/(pn) and let U1 

denote the Thom spectrum of the i-fold Whitney sum of X. It is easy to see 
that Ui is a CW-spectrum with one cell in each dimension 2 2i. The cell in 
dimension 2i + 1 is trivially attached to the bottom cell and the 
(2i + 2)-cell is attached to the (2i + 1)-cell by a map of degree pnf. These 
statements hold for any integer i. 

Similarly let CPi denote the Thom spectrum of the i-fold Whitney sum 
of the canonical complex line bundle over CP'. CPi is a CW- spectrum with 
one cell in every even dimension 22i. 

1.4 LEMMA. Ui/Ui = Ui+1 and CPi/CPi = CPi+1, where X 
denotes the j-skeleton of X. 

Proof. Given a vector bundle t over a space X. Let Xt denote the 
Thom space of t and Xt the associated sphere bundle. It follows immedi- 
ately from the definitions that given vector bundles a and f over a space B 
there is a cofibre sequence (up to homotopy equivalence) 

1.5 (Bot,)0 BO - Ba@O. 

To prove the lemma for Ui with i > 0 let B = BZ/(pn), C, = X and 
f = iX. Then B = Ui, B c`? = Ui+1, B a = Si' and f is trivial overBa so 
(Ba)O = S2i V S2i+1 = U2i+1 
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For i < 0 we can prove the lemma through a range of dimensions by 
letting B be a suitable skeleton of BZ/(p') and ( = (ptm + i)X for m suffi- 
ciently large. Passing to spectra 1.5 gives the desired result through a range 
up to suspension. This range of dimensions can be made arbitrarily large, 
so the result follows. 

The argument for CPi is similar. O 

1.6 LEMMA. For j > i, DUi2' = 2U 2i and DCP'2 = 
C2cp_2i-2. 

Proof. First consider the case i = 0 for Ut'1. U j'1 is the suspen- 
sion spectrum of the (2j - 1)-skeleton of BZ/(pn)+, i.e. a lens spaceL2+j1 
with disjoint base point. This lens space is a smooth manifold whose tan- 
gent bundle is stably equivalent to jX. By Atiyah duality [4], L 2jV 1 is dual 
to the appropriate desuspension of the Thom spectrum of its stable normal 
bundle, i.e. DU j'1 = EU_1 as claimed. 0 ~~-J 

Now for i > 0 we have a cofibre sequence 

2i- 1 U2j-1_ U2j- 

which dualizes to give DU 1 = 1 U Ji1. i ~~-J 
For i < 0 we use James periodicity, i.e. we know that X - 1 has finite 

order in K*(L2j-1-2i) So Ui- 1= -2P-UI2++22P 1 for m sufficiently 
large. Hence the result for i < 0 follows from the result for i 2 0. 

The argument for CP'j-2 is similar. O 

The following result is crucial. Its proof involves a new generalization 
of the Adams spectral sequence and will be presented in section 2, while 
the requisite properties of the spectral sequence will be established in sec- 
tion 3. Let Vi be defined similarly to Ui using BZ/(pn- ) instead of 
BZ/(pn). Note that UO and VO are the suspension spectra of BZ/(pn)+ 
and BZ/(pn- )+ respectively, so we have a reduction map UO -+ VO which 
we denote by r. The pth power map on CP' induces a map on CPO which 
we denote by [p]. From 1.4 we get inverse systems 

UO +_ U-1 U -2 

and 

CPO 4- CP-1 CP-2 4-.. 
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1.7 THEOREM. For i > 0 the composites 

r 
U-i 31 Uo Vo 

and 
[PI 

CPi '- CPo -- CPo 

induce isomorphisms in rk for k > 1 - 2i. 0 

The spectra above have been p-adically cocompleted to ensure that 
the mod (p) Adams spectral sequences for their cohomotopies each con- 
verge. 

Now we are ready to analyze DU-k and DCP-k. From 1.4 we get 
cofibre sequences 

U-k-i 'U-k T-U-k il 

and 

2k-2 fri>0 CP-k-i* CP-k -* ECPki for i> 0. 

Using 1.6 the right hand maps dualize to 

2i+2k-1 
Dand ECP2i+2k-2 DCP-k Uk - DU-k ad 2Ck DCk 

Letting i go to oo we get maps 

1.8 Uk DU-k and CPk -DCP-k 

for all integers k. 
For k > 0 we have composite maps 

Dr D[p] 
DVo -DUO ' DU-k and DCPo -DCPo ' DCP-k 

which we denote simply by Dr and D[p] respectively. Composing iterates 
of Dr with f and summing we get a map 

n-1 h 
1.9 Uk V V BZ/(p1)+ -DU-k 

i=O 
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for k c 0. Similarly, using D[p] and g we get 

00 

1.10 ECPk V V CPo 
e 
-DCP-k 

for k s 0. We will deal with the case k < 0 below. 
Now we come to our main result. 

1.11 THEOREM. (a) The map h of 1.9 is an equivalence after p-adic 
completion, i.e. the p-adic completion of the source is equivalent to DUk 
for k 2 0. 

(b) There is a map 

00 

e ': DCP-k - ECPkV n1 2CPo 

for k 2 0 such that 

(i) e'e is the composite of p-adic completion and the inclusion of a 
sum into a product, 

(ii) e' has fibre S? and 
(iii) e' is a retraction so DCP-k S? V 2CPk V Hi l2CPo. D 

Note that 1.11(a) for k = 0 is equivalent to Segal Conjecture II for 
G = Z/(pn). The only difference between UO and U0 is that the bottom 
cell (which is a retract) of the former is cocompleted in the latter. Thus in 
DUo all n + 1 bottom cells are completed whereas in DUo one of them is 
not, as the conjecture prescribes. 

For k > 0, U-k differs from U-k only in that the bottom cell is co- 
completed in the latter and it follows that 

n-1 
1.12 DU-k = Uk V V BZ/(pi+. 

i=0 

The relation of DCP-k to DCP_k is still unclear. 

Proof. (a) We will argue by induction on n. For n = 0 the statement 
is simply that D3? = So. For the inductive step we need to show that Uk is 
the cofibre of Dr and that f gives a splitting. 

Using 1.3(c) and dualizing 1.7 we see that the composite 

DVo -DUO >- DU-i 
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is a (2i - 2)-equivalence. Taking the direct limit as i approaches oo we find 
that DVo = lim, DU_i and that this spectrum is a retract of DUo. 

From the definition of f (1.8) we have a cofibre sequence 

lim DU_-i D - f U 

for k s 0. The left hand spectrum has just been identified with DVo and 
the left hand map has been shown to be a retraction, so the result follows. 

(b) Arguing as above we get an equivalence of lim DCP_i with DCPo 
and a cofibre sequence 

lim DCP-l + DCP-k +_ CPk 

for k 2 0 in which the left hand map is a retraction onto DCPo split by 
D[p] and in which the right hand map is a splitting for g. In particular we 
have DCP_k = CPk V DCPO for k 2 0. 

For k = 0 the cofibre of D[p] is ECPO so we have a diagram 

D[p]A D[p i= 1 

D[pn+l] n+1 

DCPo DCPo V E2CPO 
i= 1 

where the rows are cofibre sequences and the right hand vertical map col- 
lapses the (n + 1)th wedge summand. Letting n go to oo we get a cofibre 
sequence 

00 

1.3 lim DCPo '1 DCPo I CPO 
D[p] 1 

The relation of e to e' (i) is straightforward. For (ii) we have 

lim DCPo = D lim CPO 
D[p] [PI 

by 1.3(d). Now CP1 is the suspension spectrum of BQ/Z(p), [p] is induced 
by multiplication by p in L/Z(p), and lim, Q/Z(p) = 0. It follows that 
lim[l CPo = go and e' has fibre S0. This So is dual to the bottom of CPO 
which is a retract, so e' must be a retraction. O 
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We now analyze DUk and DCPk for k > 0. Our results here are less 
precise. From the cofibre sequences (1.4) 

2k-i +adC 2k-2 
Uk-i Uk-i - Uk and k- CPk-i CPk 

we dualize (using 1.6) and get 

U2U-k *- DUk-i DUk and E2CP2-2 -DCPk-i -DCPk. 

Completing, letting i go to oo, and identifying middle terms as above we get 

1.14 2U-k +-DVO +- DUk and E2CP-k +-DCPO +- DCPk. 

We saw above that when k s 0 the left hand maps are trivial, but that is 
apparently not the case when k > 0. 

If we let k go to infinity and take the inverse limit in 1.14, the fibres 
become contractible by 1.3(d) so we get 

1.15 COROLLARY. lim U-k = E71DV0 and lim CP-k - 

DCPO, where DV0 and DCPo are identified in 1.11. In particular 
limUk _ 'for n =. 

1.15 provides a spectacular example of the failure of homology to 
commute with inverse limits. If n = 1 and p = 2 then lim H*(U-i; Z/(2)) 

Z/2[x, x-1] * H*(S'-; Z/(2)) with x E H1. The action of the 
Steenrod algebraA is given by Sqk(xi) = (i)xk+i, where the binomial coef- 
ficient (k) = (HZJO (i - j))/k! is defined for any integer i. This A-module 
figures in the proof of 1.7 (to be given in the next section) and in an old 
conjecture of Mahowald which is discussed by Adams in [2] and of which 
1.15 is a generalization. 

For n =1, 1.15 says S lim U-i. Define Xi for i E Z by X2i = Ui 
and X2i+1 = Ui/U, . For p = 2 Xi is the stunted real projective space 

RP"' with bottom cell in dimension i. 1.15 implies lim X-i = S'1 and 
there are compatible maps fi: S3- X-i for i > 0. Similarly we have 
compatible maps g, S2 CP_i for i > 0 and 1.15 implies that S2 is a 
retract of lim CP_ . 

1.16 Definition. Let a E 7rk S and let i be the smallest integer such 

thatfi(a) * 0. Sincefi-I (a) = O, fi(a) lifts to the bottom cell (p-adically 
completed) of Xi. This lifting gives a coset M(a) of im 7rk(Xl1i) C 
7rk- 1 (3-i) which we call the Mahowald invariant of a. Similarly letj be the 
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smallest integer such that gj(a) * 0. Then we get a coset CM(a) of 
im 7rk-1 (S-2j) C 7rk-2(S-2j) which we call the complex Mahowald invari- 
ant of a. 

Hence for a E 7rk(S?) we have M(az) C 7rk+i-1(S ) and CM(a) C 

7rk+2j-2(S?) where i and j depend on a as well as on k. 1.15 guarantees 
that 0 0 M(a) and 0 0 CM(a). This invariant appears to be an interesting 
way of constructing new elements (modulo indeterminacy) in stable ho- 
motopy. For example, low dimensional calculations give 

1.17 PROPOSITION. (a) For p = 2, let -q E 7r1(S ), V 7r 3(S) and 
( E 7r7(S0) be the three Hopffibrations and let l 7r 0(S0) be the standard 
generator. Then -q E M(2t), P E M(Iq), OF E M(v), OF2 E M(OF), v E CM(N), and 
a E CM(v). 

(b) Forp > 2 leta1 E 7r2p_3(S3) and31 E 7r2p2-2p-2(S3)bethestan- 
dard generators. Then a1 E M(pt) and 1 E M(a1). O 

We will discuss further examples of this sort elsewhere. In general we 
have 

1.18 LEMMA. M(W) 9 a (i.e. i = 1) only if a is a generator of 7r Os. 

Proof. Consider the cofibre sequence 

3 1 a - b Ci ̂ 20o 

The lemma asserts that im 7r*(a) is Z/(p) in dimension -1 and trivial in 
higher dimensions, which is equivalent to a similar description of coker 
7r*(c). One knows thatX0 =X1 v S and that the restriction of c to 3? has 
degree p. The Kahn-Priddy Theorem as formulated by Adams [3] asserts 
that any map X1 -3 ? satisfying a certain condition induces a surjection in 
homotopy in positive dimensions. The condition is that the map be surjec- 
tive on 72p-3 = Z/(p). The generator of this group is detected by the 
Steenrod operation P1 (or Sq2 if p = 2), which is easily seen to be nontri- 
vial on the bottom class of H*(X_1; Z/(p)). ? 

The analogous question for the complex Mahowald invariant is 
harder to answer. We have CM(a) 3 a iff a is in the cokernel of the map 
induced by the Sl-transfer ECPg' - So (see Becker-Schultz [5]). It is clear 
that if dim a = 0 then M(az) 9 ae. In [5] it is shown that the 2-primary 
elements I'k E 7r8k+1S the element detected by its image in 7r*bo, and fk E 

7r8klS?, the generator of im J, are not in the image of this map. At odd 
primes it is known that im J is in the image, but K. Knapp [11] has shown 
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that the map is not surjective for p 2 5. The first positive dimensional 
element not in its image is /1+p, which occurs in 7r278(SO) for p = 5. 

We close this section by showing that Segal Conjecture II can be ex- 
tended to general cyclic and certain metacyclic groups with little additional 
effort. If G = Z/(m) then stably BG is the wedge of the BGp for all primes 
p dividing the order of G, where Gp = Z/(p ) is the p-Sylow subgroup 
of G. Hence from 1.9 we get 

1. 19 COROLLARY. Let G = Z/(m) with m = Ht ptt where the pt are 
distinct primes. Then 

DBG V BZ/(pt)+ 
0<j1 it 

where BZ/(pj)+ denotes the p-adic completion of BZ/(pj)+. O 

Now suppose G is a metacyclic group in which the subgroup and quo- 
tient group have coprime order, i.e. an extension of the form 

Z/(m) -+ G - Z/(n) 

with m and n relatively prime. Again BG is stably equivalent to the wedge 
of its p-adic completions for all primes p dividing the order of G. If p 
divides n then this completion is BZ/(p ) where pi is the largest power of p 
dividing n. 

If p divides m, the situation is more complicated. We illustrate it first 
with the simplest nontrivial example, i.e. p = m = 3, n = 2 and G = E 3, 
the symmetric group on three letters. The 3-adic completion of BE23 is not 
BZ/(3), but a retract of it having cells only in dimensions congruent to 0 
and -1 mod (4). This splitting, originally due to Holzager [10], is ob- 
tained as follows. Z/(2) acts on Z/(3) and hence on BZ/(3). Let T denote 
the self-map of BZ/(3) corresponding to the generator of Z/(2). Then 
(1 + T)/2 is defined on EBZ/(3) since it is 3-adically complete. It corre- 
sponds to an idempotent element in Z3[Z/(2)], the 3-adic group ring of 
Z/(2), and is therefore an idempotent map which gives the desired split- 
ting. When dualized this map gives a splitting of the 3-adic completion of 
DBE3, and we get 

DBE123 = BE3+ v BZ/(2)+ 

where the right hand summands are p-adically completed for p = 3 and 2 
respectively. 
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Before proceeding to the general case we need 

1.20 LEMMA. Let G be an extension of Z/(m) by Z/(n) with m and n 

relatively prime and let p a prime dividing m. Let Z/(k) C Z/(p - 1) be 

the image of the composite homomorphism Z/(n) -* Autz/(m) 

Autz/(pi) -* Autz/(p) where the first map is given by conjugation in G, the 

second by the projection of Z/(m) onto its p-Sylow subgroup, and the 

third by mod (p) reduction. Then EBG, the p-adic completion of EBG, is 

a retract of 2BZ/(p1) with 

(ZI(p i if 2 k/j. 
Hjj(BG; Z)= 

(G otherwise. 

Proof. It follows from the Serre spectral sequence for the fibration 

BZ/(m) = BZ/(pi) BG -* BZ/(n) 

that H*BG is the subring of H*BZ/(pi) left fixed by Z/(n), i.e. by Z/(k), so 

fi*BG is as indicated. For the retraction observe the EBZ/(p1) is a co-H- 

space on which Z/(k) acts and this action induces a projection onto the 

indicated factor using the methods of Cooke-Smith [7]. The inclusion of 

this factor in BZ/(p ) followed by the map to BG induces a homology iso- 

morphism and is therefore an equivalence. O 

1.21 COROLLARY. Let G be an extension of Z/(m) by Z/(n) with m 

and n relatively prime. For each prime power pi dividing mn let Gp,i be the 

induced extension of Z/(p1) by Z/(n), if p divides m, and Z/(p1) if p di- 

vides n. Then 

DBG = V BGp,i+ 
P,l 

where BGp,i denotes the p-adic completion of BGp,i and prime powers 
pi > 1 which divide mn. (Note that we are describing DBG, not DBG+.) 

Proof. We have BG = vp BGp,j where the sum is over all primes p 

dividing mn and j is maximal. If p I n, Gp,j = Z/(pJ) and the case is 1.9. If 

p Im then BGGp,j is stably a retract of BZ/(pJ) by 1.20. The splitting of 

BZ/(P') induces one of DBZ/(p') which yields the result. O 

It is clear that our methods would work for any group having cyclic p- 
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Sylow subgroups for all p, but it is known ([9] p. 146) that any such group 
is metacyclic as in 1.21. 

2. The modified Adams spectral sequence. In this section we intro- 
duce the modified Adams spectral sequence (MASS) and use it to prove 
1.7. To construct the usual Adams spectral sequence (ASS) for [X, Y] one 
uses an Adams resolution of Y, which is a diagram 

Y = YO +y Y2 * * . 

having certain properties. In the MASS we use extra data, i.e. a diagram 

X = Xo Xl X2 -* 

For X finite and Y = So our MASS is essentially the same as the spectral 
sequence constructed by Milgram in 5.3 of [15]. 

1.7 says that certain maps of Thom spectra induce isomorphisms of 
cohomotopy groups. Lin [13] proves the special case of 1.7 relevant to the 
group Z/(2) by showing that the map induces an isomorphism of ASS 
E2-terms. In the general case we calculate the target E2-term (2.5) and 
observe that it cannot possibly be isomorphic to the source E2-term. We 
surmount this obstacle by replacing the latter with a MASS E2 -term (2.12) 
which maps isomorphically (2.13, 2.16 and 2.17) to the target E2-term. 
Convergence and other technical properties of MASS are proved in sec- 
tion 3. 

The first statement of 1.7 for n = 1 and p = 2 was proved as Theorem 
1.3(iii) of Lin [13], and for p > 2 by Gunawardena [8]. In this case 
V0 = So and the map from U0 is the retraction onto the bottom cell. The 
argument involves the Adams spectral sequence (ASS) in the following way. 
One has the ASS for 7r*(U_j) with ES't = Extjt(H*(S%), H*(U_-)). Here 
A denotes the mod (p) Steenrod algebra and all cohomology groups have 
coefficients in Z/(p). The standard convergence theorems for the ASS (see 
Adams [1] 111.15) require the source spectrum to be finite and hence do 
not apply here. This problem is dealt with by Lin [13] and we will address it 
in section 3. For now we will assume that all spectral sequences in sight 
converge in the appropriate sense. 

The above E2-term cannot be readily computed. Instead, let P = 

lim- H*(U *); for p = 2 we have P = Z/(2)[x, x-1] with dim x = 1 and 
Sqkxi = (jkxi+k. For an A-module M we abbreviate ExtA(Z/(p), M) by 
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Ext(M); this group is the E2 -term for the cohomotopy of a spectrum with 
cohomology M. The following is elementary. 

2.1 PROPOSITION. If M = limMiand if each Mi is isomorphic to M 
in dimensions 2 -i then 

Ext(M) = lim Ext(Mi).? 

It follows that there is a map Exts t(H*(Ui)) -- ExtSt(P) which is an 
isomorphism for t - s > 2i since H*(U i) and P are isomorphic in dimen- 
sions 2 -2i. Therefore it suffices (modulo convergence) to show that the 
induced map 

Ext(Z/(p)) -+ Ext(P) 

is an isomorphism, which is done for p = 2 by Lin et al [14] and for p > 2 
by Gunawardena [8]. A simpler proof has recently been divised by Haynes 
Miller, Adams and Gunawardena [16]. Their argument leads to a proof of 
Segal Conjecture III for elementary abelian groups (Z/(p))n. 

Now we consider what happens when we try to mimic this proof for 
n > 2, i.e. for cyclic p-groups of order >p. We let R = lim-z H*(U*i); it 
is easily seen that as an A-module H*(U_i) and hence R are independent 
of n as long as n > 1. Then we will want to show that 

2.2 Ext(H*(Vo)) -- Ext(R) 

is an isomorphism. (Here the alert reader may already suspect trouble; 
H*(Vo) as an A-module depends on whether n = 2 or n 2 3.) Let C C P 
denote the submodule generated by even dimensional elements. Then we 
have short exact sequences of A-modules 

2.3 O C-P EC-O 

and 

2.4 O CR EC 0. 

The latter is split but the former is not since the Bockstein sends an odd 
dimensional generator to an even dimensional one. In view of 2.4, to com- 
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pute Ext(R) it suffices to compute Ext(C) which we do with 2.3 and our 
knowledge of Ext(P). Note that C = lim- H*(CP-i). 

2.5 LEMMA. (a) With notation as above, Ext(C) is a free module 
over Ext(Z/(p)) on generators C2k E Extk -k(C) for all k 2 0, and Ext(R) 
is a free module on generators rk E Ext[k/21,[k/2>-k for all k 2 0, where 
[k/2] is the integer part of k/2. 

(b) The image of C2k in Ext(H*C2k) is h x2k, where C2k - 

lim H*CP2kI, h0 is the generator of Extl' (Z/(p)) and X2k E 

Ext -2k(H*CP1i) (for any i 2 0) is the generator corresponding to the 
top cell, and the image of rk is Ext(lim H*(Uk )) is hok/2Iyk where Yk E 

Extj(H*(Uk )) (for any i > 0) is the generator corresponding to the top 
cell. Moreover this property characterizes c 2k. 

Proof. It is evident that the statements about Ext(R) follow immedi- 
ately from those about Ext(C) and the splitting of 2.4, so we will only prove 
the results on Ext(C). 

For (a), 2.3 gives a long exact sequence of Ext groups which form an 
exact couple. The associated spectral sequence converges to Ext(C) and 
has an E2 -term (using the isomorphism Ext(P) = Ext(Z/(p)) such that 
the result will follow if it collapses, i.e. the E2-term is a free 
Ext(Z/(p))-module on appropriate generators. The spectral sequence is 
one of Ext(Z/(p))-modules so it suffices to show that these generators are 
all permanent cycles, i.e. to construct the C2k in Ext(C). 

The c 2k can be manufactured as follows. The short exact sequence 2.3 
gives an element in Ext 1'J(C, C) and its kth power lies in Extj kk(C, C). 
C2k is the image of this element under the map to Ext(C) induced by 
Z/(p) -+ C. 

We prove (b) by induction on k, the statement being obvious for 
k 0 O. Consider the commutative diagram 

2.6 0 ->- S2kz/(p) , r2k-lB r 
S2k-lZ/(p) 0 

0 -> C2k p2k rC2k-2 

0 C P C 0 

where the rows are exact, B is the cohomology of the mod (p) Moore spec- 
trum, M2k denotes the 2k-skeleton of the A-module M, the upper vertical 
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maps are inclusions, and the lower vertical maps are surjections. Each row 
gives a long exact sequence of Ext groups with connecting homomorphism 
6. The bottom row gives 6EC2k-2 = C2k and our inductive assumption is 
that the image of EC2k-2 is ho7 EX2k-2, so it suffices to show that 
6EX2k-1 = hoX2k. But x2k and EX2k2 are the images of the generators a 
and b respectively coming from the top, which is the short exact sequence 
representing h 0, so bh = h Oa. The characterization of C2k follows because 
the map Extk-k(C) -- Extk-k(C2k) is a monomorphism. ? l 

Now we have computed the target of the map 2.2. We cannot compute 
the source explicitly, but it can be shown that the ASS for -r*(Vo) has an 
El -term isomorphic to H*(Vo) ( Ext(Z/(p)) where the d1 reflects the 
action of A on H*(Vo). From this it is clear that 2.2 cannot be an isomor- 
phism and our attempt to extend Lin's proof to the case n > 1 is doomed. 

Our way out of this difficulty is to modify the ASS for 7r*(V0) such 
that the resulting E2-term is isomorphic to Ext(R). We will refer to this 
spectral sequence as the MASS and denote its E2-term by Mext(H*(Vo)). 
Our aim is to prove 

2.7 THEOREM. There is a MASS converging to -x*(VO) with 
E2-term Mext (H*(Vo)) - Ext(R) which is compatible with the ASS for 
ir*(U_i) in the sense that the maps U0-j Vo of 1.7 induce the above iso- 
morphism. Ol 

The first part of 1.7 will follow easily from this result; we replace R by 

H*(U_j) and get an isomorphism of E2-terms and hence of cohomotopy 
groups in the appropriate range. In a similar way the statement in 1.7 
about CP' will follow from 

2.8 THEOREM. There is a MASS converging to -r*(Cpo) with 
E2-term Mext(H*CPO)) - Ext(C) which is compatible with the ASS for 
7*(CJPt) in the sense that the maps CP-i CPO of 1.7 induce the above 

isomorphism. Ol 

We will see below the class rk E Extrk/2] [k/2>-k(R) corresponds to the 
k-cell in V0. In the El -term of the ASS for -x*(V0) mentioned above, the 
class corresponding to the k-cell has Adams filtration 0, i.e. it lies in 

0,-k E1? k. In our MASS for x*(V0) the corresponding class has filtration 
[k/2] and survives to E2 for all k > 0. 

Before constructing our MASS we need a little general nonsense. 

2.9 Definition. Given spectra X and Y, the function spectrum 
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F(X, Y) is representing object for [W A X, Y] regarded as a cohomology 
theory on W. 

Note that F(X, Y) is defined only up to homotopy. 

2.10 PROPOSITION. 

(i) ir*(F(X, Y)) = [Z, Y]* 
(ii) F(X, Y) is functorial on both variables (contravariant in X and 

covariant in Y) and cofibre sequences in either variable induce cofibre se- 
quences of function spectra. 

(iii) DX = F(X, SO). Ol 

Next we recall the construction of the ASS for [X, Y]. An Adams reso- 
lution for Y is a diagram 

Y = YO+ y Y2 +_ 
*a 

such that H*(lim Yd) = 0, each map is trivial in cohomology and the 
cofibre of each map is a generalized mod (p) Eilenberg-MacLane spec- 
trum. Then we have a diagram 

F(X, Y) = F(X, YO) +- F(X, Y1) +- F(X, Y2) *- 

The cofibre sequences given by these maps induce long exact sequences of 
homotopy groups and these form an exact couple which give the ASS for 
[X, Y]*. In general this ASS is not the same as the spectral sequence ob- 
tained from an Adams resolution for F(X, Y). 

Now suppose that we also have a diagram 

X = Xo -+ Xl -+ X2 -+ ... 

with H*(lim Xi) = 0. (This vanishing condition is not necessary to set up 
the MASS, but it is needed to prove convergence.) Then we have a homot- 
opy commutative diagram 

2.11 F(X, Y) = F(X0, Yo) < F(X0, Y1)< 

F(X 1, YO) * F(X 1, Y1)< < 
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We will show below (3.1) that any diagram of this form is equivalent to a 
strictly commutative one in which all maps are inclusions. This allows us to 
define W, = U i+j=s F(Xi, Yj). 

2.12 Definition. The MASS for [X, Y]* is the spectral sequence as- 
sociated with the homotopy exact couple given by the diagram 

F(X, Y) = Wo + W1 +_W2 +_ ' 

We will see that the MASS is independent (from E2 onward) of the 
choice of Yj, but it depends very much on the choice of Xi. In particular 
the choice Xi = pt. for i > 0 gives the usual ASS. We ask the reader's 
forgiveness for not making this dependence explicit in our notation. Now 
we will prove 2.7 and 2.8, and hence 1.7, modulo various properties of the 
MASS to be proved in section 3. To compute the E2-term we have 

2.13 LEMMA. With notations as above suppose each map 
Xi- Xi+1 is injective in mod (p) cohomology. Then the E2 -term for the 
MASS for [X, Y] is given by 

Es,t= Exts-i t+li(H*(Y), H*(Xi+l, Xi)). El 

This will be proved in section 3. 
For 2.7 and 2.8 we useXi = Vi andXi = CPi respectively with Y = SO 

in both cases. Then 2.13 applies and shows that the E2 -terms are as speci- 
fied in 2.7 and 2.8, but we still have to show that these isomorphisms are 
induced by the indicated maps. We will do this only for 2.7, leaving the 
similar argument for 2.8 to the reader. 

To prove 2.7 we must show that the above MASS for 7r*(Vo) is com- 
patible with the standard ASS for -r*(Ui). The latter involves the diagram 

2.14 U-i 

which does not map to 

2.15 VO V, V2 

the diagram used in the former MASS. We will replace 2.14 by a diagram 
which does map to 2.15 and which gives the same standard ASS for 
7r*(LLi). The following result complements 2.13 and will be proved in 
section 3. 
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2.16 LEMMA. With notation as in 2.12, suppose each map 

Xi-+ Xi+1 is trivial in mod (p) cohomology. Then the resulting MASS for 
[X, Y] is isomorphic (from E2 onward) to the standard ASS for [X, Y]. Ol 

Now recall U-i is the Thom spectrum of -iX over BZ/(pn), where X is 
the canonical complex line bundle. Let U-,j denote the Thom spectrum of 
-iX + jXP, where XP is the p-fold tensor product of X. 

To proceed further we need 

2.17 LEMMA. Let X be a complex line bundle and oa a vector bundle 
over a space X. Then there is a map of Thom spectra 

XcX- XU@XP 

which has degree p on the bottom cell and which is trivial in mod (p) coho- 
mology. 

Proof. LetXt denote the total space of the sphere bundle associated 
with a vector bundle t over X. Then the group Z/(p) acts freely on X) by 
multiplication by e 2iri/p on each fibre, and the orbit space is X;p. This 
action can be extended linearly over X,,,,3) by letting Z/(p) act trivially on 
S(a) and the orbit space is X<GG;p. In both cases the projection onto orbit 
space covers the identity on X and has degree p on each fibre. The induced 
map of Thom spectra therefore has the desired properties. Ol 

Using 2.17 we get a diagram 

2.18 U -i= -i,O U_1-i,l ..2-i,2 

to which 2.16 applies and which maps to 2.15. To complete the proof of 2.7 
(modulo convergence, 2.13 and 2.16) we must show that this map induces 
the isomorphism of E2-terms. Let vk e Mext[k/2] [k/2k(H*(Vo)) be the 
generator given by 2.13 (note that Vi+1 /Vi = 52i+1 V 52i+2); we want to 
show that it maps to the class rk E Ext(R) of 2.5. The cases k = 2i and k 
2i + 1 are similar so we treat only the former. Consider the diagram 

Ext1-i(H*(S2i)) Ext1- (H*(S2i) ) Mexti-i(H*(S2i)) 

Ext1 1(R 2i) < Ext i-(H*(U2i)) - Mext1'-i(H*(V2i)) 

Ext1, -(R) - Ext1, -(H*(Uo)) - Mext1'-i(H*(Vo)) 
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whereR 2i = limH*(U_2i) and Mext(H*(S2i)) is associated with the diagram 

s2i 5s2i .. ..2i * *.. 

where the first i maps are the identity. It follows from 2.13 that 
Mext'st(H*(S2i)) = Exts-i,t-i(H*(S2i)). Then v2i E Mext1-'(H*(Vo)) is 
characterized by its image (the generator x) in Mexti1 -(H*(S2i)) while r2i 
is characterized by its image in Exti1 -(H*(S2i)), which is hi times the gen- 
erator y of Ext0,-2i(H*(s2i)). A simple calculation in integral cohomology 
shows that the map UO -+ VO has degree pi in dimension 2i, so x maps to 

h0y and 2.7 follows. 

3. Convergence and other properties of the MASS. In this section 
we verify the technical properties of the MASS which are needed to com- 
plete the proof of 1.7. With an eye to future applications we prove some of 
our results (3.4 and 3.6) in greater generality than required above. We 
begin with a technical lemma (3.1) about homotopy commutative dia- 
grams needed in 2.12 to construct the MASS. Then we define Mext (3.3), a 
homological functor with which the MASS E2-term will be identified in 
3.4. It is a generalization of Ext in which one of the variables is replaced by 
a chain complex. Next we show (3.5) the MASS is independent from E2 
onward of all the choices made in its construction. Finally we prove our 
convergence theorem (3.6). 

To construct the MASS we need to know that the homotopy commu- 
tative diagram 2.11 is equivalent to one which is strictly commutative and 
in which every map is an inclusion. This result for diagrams of spectra 
follows from the analogous result for diagrams of spaces. The proof is a 
generalized mapping cylinder construction; recall that a map f: X -+ Y is 
equivalent to the inclusion of X in the mapping cylinder of f. More pre- 
cisely we have 

3.1 LEMMA. Suppose we have a homotopy commutative diagram of 
spectra Xi,j(i, j e Z) and mapsf : X1,j - Xi-,j and g :X-,j Xj,j_1 (sub- 
scripts on f and g can be omitted without ambiguity). Then there is a ho- 
motopy equivalent diagram (X!' , f ', g') (i.e. there are homotopy equiva- 
lences k: Xjj -- X1,j with f 'k - kf and g 'k - kg) which is strictly com- 
mutative and in which all the maps are inclusions. 

The construction in the proof will depend on the choice of homotopy 
(for each i and j) between fg and gf. 
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Proof. It suffices to prove the analogous statement for diagrams of 
pointed spaces in such a way that everything in sight commutes with re- 
duced suspension. LetI denote the closed unit interval [0, 1]. Let h: Xj X 
I - Xi-,j-1 be a base point preserving homotopy between fg and gf with 
h(x, 0) = gf (x) and h(x, 1) = fg(x). Let X' be the quotient of 
U i,j Xi,j X I2 obtained by the following identifications for x E I- - and 
s, t e I: 

(a) (x, t, 0) = (f(x), 0, (t + 1)/2) 
(b) (x, t, 1) = (g(x), 0, (1 - t)/2) 
(c) (x, 1, t) = (h(x, t), 0, 1/2) 

(d) (xo, s, t) = (xo, 0, 0) where 

x0 eX ,j is the base point. We must verify that this makes sense by showing 
that the two identifications of (x, 1, 0) and (x, 1, 1) are the same. In the 
former case (the latter is similar), (a) gives 

(X, 1, 0) = (f (x), 0, 1) = (gf (x), 0, 1/2) by (b) 

while (c) gives 

(x, 1, 0) = (h(x, 0), 0, 1/2) = (gf (x), 0, 1/2) 

by our assumption on the homotopy h. 

Let X!j C X' be the image of 

Xi,j X {(0, 1/2)} U U (Xi,j+S X {0} X [1/2, 1] U Xi+S,1 X {0} X [0, 1/2]) 

s?-1 

u U Xi+s,j+t X 12. 

The map k: Xi,j - 
X!'j is defined by k(x) = (x, 0, 1/2). f ' and g' are the 

inclusions. Homotopies m :Xi+ ,j X I -- X!'j between f'k and kf, and 

n:Xi,j+ X I -X+Xj between g'k and kg are given by 

m(x, t) = (x, 0, (1 - t)/2) and n(x, t) = (x, 0, (1 + t)/2). 

To show k is a homotopy equivalence it suffices to construct a map 
X' X [0, oo) -+X'j satisfying 
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(e) p(x', 0) = x' 
(f) p(k(x), t) = k(x) and 
(g) p(x, t) E Im k for large t. 

We define p by (f ) and the following: 

(h) p(x', u1 + u2) = p(p(x', u1), u2), 
(i) forx eXi,E+s (s > 0), p((x, 0, t), u) = (x, 0, t + u/2) for 0 c u < 

2(1 -t), 
(j) for x e Xi+,,j (s > 0), p((x, 0, t), u) = (x, 0, t - u/2) for 0 c 

u c 2t and 
(k) for x E Xi+,,j + (s, t > 0), p((x, a, b), u) = (x, a + u, b) for 0 < 

u c 1 - a. 

To verify that p has the desired properties note that in (i), (j) and (k) when 
u has its prescribed maximum value, p(x', u) can be identified using rules 
(b), (a) and (c) respectively. Then the value of p(x', u) for larger values of 
u can be determined by (h). For example when x e Xi+s,j+1 (s, t > 2) we 
get 

p((x, a, b), 1) p((x, 1, b), a)) 

-p((h(x, b)O, 1/2), a) 

-(h(x, b), a, 1/2) 

and when x e Xi+s,j (s > 2) 

p((x, O, t), 1) = p((x, 0, 0), 1 - 2t) 

= p((f(x), 0, 1/2), 1 - 2t) 

= (f (x), 0, t). 

It follows that when x E Xi+,,j+t (s, t 2 0), p((x, a, b), u) E Im k if u 2 
max(s, t). 

The verification that p is well defined and continuous is straightfor- 
ward and left to the reader. Ol 

Now we turn to identifying the E2 -term of the MASS. We will prove a 
general result of which 2.13 and 2.16 are special cases. Recall that the 
spectral sequence for [X, Y] is constructed from a diagram 
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X = Xo+ X + X2 -+ .. 

For i c j let Xi be the fibre of the map Xi -+ Xj+ 1. Then we get a diagram 

3.2 X?2 1 - r-2X2 ... 

which in cohomology gives a cochain complex of A-modules. We need to 
define a functor generalizing Ext which accepts such a cochain complex as 
its second variable. 

3.3 Definition. Let M be an A-module and N* a cochain complex of 
A-modules. Let P*M be a projective A-resolution of M. Let 

c - (? HomA(P1M, N'); 
i+j=n 

using appropriate sign conventions to combine the dual of the boundary 
operator in P*M and the coboundary operator in N* we can make C* into a 
cochain complex. Mext*(M, N*) is the cohomology of C*. For M = Z/(p) 
we abbreviate to Mext(N*). In the case associated with the MASS for 
[X, Y], we denote this group abusively by MextA(H*(Y), H*(X)). 

Now consider how this definition applies to the special cases ad- 
dressed by 2.13 and 2.16. In the former we assume each map Xi - Xi+ 1 is 
injective in mod (p) cohomology. It follows that the cochain complex aris- 
ing from 3.2 has trivial coboundary, so C* is a direct sum of resolutions 
and Mexts(H*(Y), H*(X)) = G)i Exts-i(H*(Y), H*(X)) as specified in 
2.13. 

In 2.16 we assume each map Xi -- Xi+1 is trivial in mod (p) coho- 
mology. This means H*(X') = H*(Xi) -l 'H*(Xi+1) (as vector spaces 
but not necessarily as A-modules) so the cochain complex of 3.2 is acyclic. 
In this case the cohomology of C* can be computed by the spectral se- 
quence obtained by filtering by the resolution degree. We have Ej2 
H(HomA(P'M, N*)). Since N* is acyclic, so is HomA(P'M, N*) and we 
have 

Ext' (H*(Y), H*(X)) if j = 0 

2 j 
O if j >O 
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and the spectral sequence collapses. Hence we get 

MextA(H*(Y), H*(X)) ExtA(H*(Y), H*(X)) 

as claimed in 2.16. 
Hence 2.13 and 2.16 are both corollaries of the following. 

3.4 THEOREM. With notation as in 2.12 and 3.3, the E2-term of the 
MASS for [X, 1] is MextA (H*(Y), H*(X)). 

Proof. LetLi be the cofibre of the map Wi- Wi+1 of 2.12. It follows 
from the definitions thatE1s,t = E 7rtS(Ls) andLs = ViF(Xi, Ks-i) where 

Ki is the cofibre of Yi Yi+H. We have 

- * (F(X, Ki )) = HoM A (H*(Ki ), H*(XJ)). 

The H*(Ki) form a projective A-resolution of H*(Y) so we can identify the 
MASS E1 -term with the complex C* of 3.3. 0I 

Next we need to know that the MASS is independent of the choices 
made in its construction, i.e. the choices of Adams resolution of Y and of 
homotopies in 2.11. It is not independent of the choice of maps X - i+ 
indeed its dependence on this choice is our reason for studying it. 

3.5 LEMMA. The MASS of 2.12 depends from E2 onward only on Y 
and the maps Xi -Xi+, 

Proof. We need to show that given two diagrams { Ws } and { Ws } 
used to construct the MASS there are compatible maps Ws -+ Ws' which 
induce an isomorphism of E2 -terms. Let KS' be the cofibres in the second 
Adams resolution for Y. Standard arguments give suitable maps Ys -Ys 
and KS - Ks!. Since LS = ViF(Xi, Ks'- ) we get maps LS - LS which allow 
us to construct compatible maps Ws -+ Ws by induction on s and standard 
algebraic arguments show that it induces an isomorphism of E2 -terms as 
desired. Ol 

We now turn to the convergence question. Let Xi be the fibre of 
X -+ Xi+1. Then our main result is 

3.6 THEOREM. With notation as above suppose 

(i) either Y is p-adically complete or Xi is p-adically cocomplete 
(1.1) for all i, 
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(ii) Xi (for all i) and Y are connective and offinite type (or if Y is 
complete, each ir_ Y is finitely generated as a Zp -module) and 

(iii) either Xi is finite for all i or -xr*(Y)/torsion has finite rank. 

Then the MASS of 2.12 converges to [X, Y], i.e. E',t is the associated 
bigraded group to a convergent filtration of [X, Y]*. Ol 

Note that the hypotheses above are adequate for our applications. In 
each case Xi is p-adically cocomplete and finite. 

The proof requires the following technical lemmas which will be 
proved below. 

3.7 LEMMA. The MASS converges to [X, Y] if lim W, = pt, i.e. in 
that case E,t is the subquotient im -rxt-(W )/im -xrt_(WS+1) of 1rt-s(W) 
and n im -xr*(Ws) =0. 

3.8 LEMMA. If Xi and Yare as in 3.6 then lim. F(X1, Ys) = pt. O 

3.9 LEMMA. Suppose we have spectra Ai,j for i, j 2 0 with maps 
f: Ai+ jj 

- 
Ai,j and g : Ai,j+ 1 A-,Aj commuting up to homotopy. Then the 

two limits 

lim lm A, and lim lim A, 
1 J J 1 

are well defined and equivalent. OI 

Our lim here is the holim of Bousfield-Kan [6], which is not a categor- 
ical inverse limit, hence the need to prove 3.9. 

Proof of 3.6. Let W n = UiF(Xn, Ys- ) and for m c n let Wsnm be 
the cofibre of Wsn - Wy'-. Since Xi = lim- X7, F(Xi, Yj) = 

lim, F(X, Yj) (2.10) and Ws = lim, Wn, so by 3.7 and 3.9 it suffices to 
show lims Wn = pt. for each n. One sees easily that 

Ws,m= U F(X7n, YS_i), m 'i'n 

e.g. Wynn = F(Xn , Ys). Hence it follows from 3.8 that lim, Wn 

lim+, Wsn,0 = pt. and the result follows. OI 

Proof of 3.7. For the triviality of the intersection we have lim 
-r*(Wo) = 0 since lim Ws = pt. Let Gs = -r*(Wo) and 

Gs if s 2 t 

Gi t 
KIm Gt cGs if t2>s 
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We have injections G' -+ G'-1, and surjections G' -+ G'_1, 
so limt G' = 

ntG' and lim, Gt = Gt. We are trying to show limt Gt = O. limt Gt 
maps onto lim~ Gs-i, so limt limt Gt maps onto limt Gt. But limt 
lim, Gt = lim t limY Gt = lim t Gt = ?. t t T ~~~~S ttS 

For the identification of EO,, let Ks be the cofibre of Ws+, -+ Ws and 
let 

*r **1n ( Ws + 1 ) X~ 1r n ( Ws )r X1n (Ks )r X1n - 1 
( s +1)** 

be the associated long exact sequence. A nontrivial class [x] e Esoot is repre- 
sented by an elementx E 7rnKs where u = t - s. Since dr[x] = 0, as(x) can 
be lifted to 7rn 1(Ws+r+1) for each r > 0. It follows that as(x) E 
im lim, rrn-1(Ws+r) = 0 SO as(X) = O. 

Hence x = Ols (y) for some y E 1rn (Ws ). It suffices to show that y has a 
nontrivial image in rXn(W). Suppose it does not and let r be the largest 
integer such that y has a nontrivial image z E 7rn(Ws+l+r). Then z = 

ad'rsr(w) for some w E 7rn(Ks-r) and we have a differential dr[W] = [x], 
contradicting the nontriviality of [x]. Ol 

Proof of 3.8. If Xi is finite this is the standard convergence result for 
the ASS, see e.g. [1] section 111.15. If the other condition of 3.6(iii) is satis- 
fied, suppose for simplicity that each Xi is p-adically complete and that Y 
has finite type. Since ir* Y/torsion has finite rank we can form a fibre se- 
quence 

T-+ Y-*E 

where E is a finite wedge of integral Eilenberg-MacLane spectra and T has 
finite homotopy groups. Using standard properties of Adams resolutions 
one can make similar fibrations compatibly for each Ys. Since inverse lim- 
its preserve fibrations, it suffices to show that lim, F(X', Ts) and 
lim.. F(X', ES) are contractible. Let Xi'n denote the n-skeleton of X'. Ac- 
cording to Milnor [17] there is a short exact sequence 

0-+ lim [Xs, T] liM [Xi', TS] l-+ 0. 

Since each group [Xi'n, Ts ] is locally finite the lim 1 vanishes so 

[Xi, TS] = lim [Xi'n , TS ] and lim [X', TS ] = lim lim [X1'n, TS ] 
n S S nf 
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= lim lim [X1',, Ts] 
n s 

= 0 by the standard convergence result cited above. 

Replacing Ts by Es we use a similar argument and we need to show 
lim [x1'n, Es] = 0. 

n 

Now Es is a finite wedge of integral Eilenberg-MacLane spectra, so 
[Xi ', Es ] is a finite sum of integral cohomology groups of X1'n. The X1'n 
are skeleta of X'; so for n sufficiently large we have 

[Xi,n,Es] = [Xi,Es] 

and the lim' vanishes. LI 

Proof of 3.9. By 3.1 the homotopy commutative diagram of spectra 
Ai,j can be replaced by one which is strictly commutative. Then the result is 
standard; see Bousfield-Kan [6] XI 4.3. LI 

Appendix by H. R. Miller 

In this appendix we show that the form of Segal Conjecture II for cy- 
clic groups proved here actually yields the more precise Segal Conjecture 
III. Thus we must show that the dual of the map 

h: Uo -U_ 

dealt with above is homotopic to the composite 

U2i-1 UoA4DUO, 

where sp is the map prescribed by Segal. We shall actually indicate a much 
more general identification. 

For h we may take the following map. Let W = Z/(pn) act in the 
standard way on S2i- 1 and on S , and form the fiber bundle 

s2i-I w\(s?o X s2i-1 ) q BW 

Let q2: W\(VS X 52i-1) W\S2i-1 be the natural projection to the lens 
space, and let r be the tangent bundle of W\S2i-1. Then q*-T (which we 
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write, abusively, as r) is the bundle of tangents along the fiber of q 1, and 
there is a transfer map (see below) 

t(q1): Uo -+ (W\S' X S2i1))T. 

Moreover, q2 induces a homotopy-equivalence q2 from the target here to 
the Thom space (W\S2i-1)-T = r2U. Then we may take h = q2 ? t(q1) 
so the required identification follows as a special case from Propositions A 
and B below. 

We begin by recalling Segal's map. Thus let G be a finite group, H a 
subgroup, N the normalizer of H in G, and W = N/H the associated 
"Weyl group." Then N embeds "diagonally" in G X W as a subgroup, 
and the resulting map p: BN -+ BG X BW is the finite cover formed from 
the universal G X W-bundle by mixing in as fiber the G X W-set G/H. 
Stably one has a transfer map t(p), and the composite 

BG+ A\ BW t(p) BN+ c > S, 

with c indicating the collapse, determines a stable map 

PH:BW+ -*DBG+. 

This is the map figuring in Segal Conjecture III. 
Let M be a free smooth closed W-manifold, with orbit space 

W\M = B and classifying map f: B -+ B W. We construct a map 

aHM:BG+ -+B 

r the tangent bundle of B (or, below, any pull-back thereof), such that the 
following holds. 

PROPOSITION A. DaH,M is homotopic to the composite 

f 

where DB T _ B+ via Atiyah duality. 
Recall [18] that if ir: E -+ K is a smooth map with (virtual) normal 
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bundle v over K, and t is a (virtual) vector bundle over K, then the Pontrja- 
gin-Thom construction gives a stable map 

t(r): K(ED E7E*t. 

The following "pull-back" property [1] of this construction is the key ele- 
ment of this appendix. Let f: K' K be a smooth map transverse to ir, 
and form the pull-back 

E' - -E 

1 7r 1 7r 

K f K K' - > K 

Then 7r' has normal bundle f*v, and the following stable diagram is com- 
mutative. 

K'f*(tG)v) f K KG)v 

t(7r ) t(7r) 

E' (f l' ) f E t *t 

By suitable approximation, t(7r) may be defined in the contexts below, 
where ir is a fibration with smooth fiber; and the pull-back property con- 
tinues to hold. 

We return to the construction of the map aH,M. Let p1 be the com- 
posite 

P 1:N\(EG X M) - -N\EG -l- G\EG = BG; 

this is a fibration with fiber N\(G X M). Let 

pr2 
P2:N\(EG XM)- N\M=B. 

This map pulls X back to the bundle of tangents along the fiber of P 1; so we 
have the indicated transfer in the following definition of aH,M: 

t(pE) P2 
a H,M: BG+ -- 30N\(EG X M)-T -3-. BT. 
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We have the pull-back diagram 

P2 
N\(EG X M) -2 B 

p2Xl 
N\(EG X M) X B -B X B, 

where r(x) = (x, p 2 (X)). 
With = -r X 0, the pull-back property of the transfer shows that 

the upper right square in the following stable diagram commutes. 

t(p1)Al 
-up X M)-T P2AB 

B 
T BG A B+ - _-N\ (EGXM AB+ - ~B AB+ 

P2 
lAf N\(EG X M)+ -3+ a 

C 

BG+ BW+ t(p) BN+ S5/ 

Here (x is the Atiyah duality map. The other portions of the diagram com- 
mute trivially; for example, the upper left triangle commutes by virtue of 
the evident composition property of the transfer. This diagram verifies 
Proposition A. 

In case H is normal in G, so N = G and W is a quotient group of G, 
we may simplify the description of aH,M as follows. 

PROPOSITION B. If HZJ G, then aH,M is homotopic to the composite 

t(ql) W(WXM- 
BG+ > BW+ W\(EW X M)- B - , 

where q: W\(EW X M)- BWand q2: W\(EW X M) W\M= B 
are the evident projections. 

Proof. We have a pull-back diagram 

G\(EG X M) 7r ,W\(EW X M) 

Pi qW 

BG 13 W. 
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With t = 0, the pull-back property of the transfer yields the commutativ- 
ity of the following stable diagram. 

BG+ - BW+ 

It(pl) It(q 1) 

G\(EG X M)- - - W\(EW X M)- 

P2 q2 

B-T 

This verifies Proposition B. 

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 
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